Learning-related alterations in the visual responsiveness of neurons in a memory system of the chick brain.
The intermediate and medial hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV) of the chick brain is known to be essential for the learning process of imprinting. The activity of neurons was recorded from the left IMHV of 2-day-old unanaesthetized chicks while the chicks were free to move in a running wheel. The chicks were either raised in complete darkness or visually trained (imprinted) with a set duration of exposure to a visual image. The first group of these birds was trained by exposure for 100 min to a rotating red box and the second was trained by similar exposure to a rotating blue cylinder. A third group was left untrained. Training more than doubled the proportion of sites that responded to the stimulus used to train the bird, relative to the proportion of sites responsive to the other stimulus and to the proportion of sites responsive in the untrained birds; the learning-related increase was selective and highly significant. Behavioural monitoring indicated that the enhanced responsiveness could not be explained by overt differences in the alertness, attentiveness or movements of the birds. No significant effect of training was found on the proportion of sites responsive to a rotating stuffed jungle fowl or to the sound of a maternal call. The response at certain sites selectively signalled the presence of the training stimulus, while at others the response showed generalization across stimulus shape or colour. There was a non-specific effect of training upon the pattern of spontaneous discharges of the neurons: the numbers of spikes occurring in clusters (bursts) was significantly reduced in trained birds compared with the dark reared controls.